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Across

2. list who investigate and exposes

3. An arrangement where something 

being assembled passes from station to 

station until it is complete

6. Cloth manufacturer by weaving

8. To take advantage of something or 

someone

15. To put together

16. Invention used to separate cotton 

seed from the cotton fiber

17. A weathy, powerful person in business 

or industry

18. Related to farming

21. A return or gain in investment of 

money, time or effort

22. Relating to factories, the people who 

work in factories, or the things made in 

factories

24. Crowded, hot, and unventilated 

factory where workers piece together 

clothes

26. Relating to the country

Down

1. The act or process of making laws

4. A person who gains wealth by 

exploiting others

5. Tool used to fasten the upper part of 

the show to the sole

7. A person who seeks to promote the 

welfare of others especially by the 

generous donation of money to good causes

9. When a person, business or 

government has complete control over 

something

10. Relating to the city

11. To determine the e future of

12. People who come over from one 

country to settle permanently in another

13. A sudden or marked change in 

something

14. A person who gain wealth by 

exploiting others

19. Machine used to weave fabric

20. To provide or raise money for 

something

23. Not clean

25. Pointed tool used to holes in leather
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Tycoon Exploit Rural Robber baron Textile Philanthropist

Agriculture Unsaitary Industrial Assemble Reformer Peg

Cotton gin Desitined Profit Assembly line Legislation Sweatshop

Loom Immigrants Muckracker Revolution Urban Awl
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